By: Justin Alvelo

"Violence Stinks!"

Violence is everywhere in the world. But you can do a lot of things to make violence stop. Now let's make the earth a better and safer place to live and love. "VIOLENCE STINKS!"

Violence really hasn't affected my life because I'm always doing things in school or playing sports but I'm home sometimes too. But I say I'm luckily because there are people out there that do get bullied everyday and sometimes well most of the times kill themselves and that hurts me in the inside. The people that have been affected by violence I will tell them to "always stay positive and don't let them bully's get the best of you and don't let them see you get down because they will get the best of you and keep doing it every single day. That's how violence affected my life. Violence really hasn't effect me but has affected my family members because they were in the wrong place at the wrong time so they got what the person who ran should of got and that's really not fair because you should know it's the person before beating him up really bad.

There are many causes for youth Violence one is that you could do after school programs like be an a sports team and maybe stay out of trouble and "do the right thing". If you do those things you youth violence won't really affect your life in any way. A second cause for youth violence is maybe talk to an adult and maybe they can work on things with your parents and teachers and find a cause to this stinky youth violence. When you do talk to an adult they can talk to the bully and they can give the bully consequences. Youth violence is dumb idea in the people that are doing it have no life. They can be in a gang that has a lot of violence I say that because they can be in a relationship thing and the current boyfriend and they can start a big conflict like fighting or even weapon related.

There is a lot if things I want to do about youth violence one is make everyone that is getting bullied make them do an after school activities but they will like it because they are different varieties of things to do. For example, like help students with academic problems they can help them get better in a class or classes! A second thing I want to do about youth violence is that the victim can maybe talk to your parents about moving because that helps. But if you move don't trust anyone because they will take advantage out you that you did get picked on in your hometown so they might think your not going to do anything about it. My suggestion is to just ignore them and just live your beautiful and happy life.

After writing this report it makes me think what how much pain and suffering do they go through in their lifetime. But always keep your head up and striated for greatness. Violence can be cured.